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ABSTRACT
This paper consists primarily of lists of initial, medial and final verb morphemes in
W6panaak. There are also lists of special initials and finals that function in different ways.
Along with these lists are brief descriptions of the usage of the morphemes and the construction
of Wopaniak verbs. There are some notes on phonology, but an entire section on phonology will
be an addition made at a later time.
These lists will serve as a resource for the formulation of verbs, both for understanding
how verbs are put together, as well as for forming entirely new verbs, or verbs that are likely to
exist but that do not have text to verify.
Thesis Supervisor: Norvin Richards
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Initials, Medials, and Finals
Verbs in W6paniak have a basic structure that splits them up into three parts: initials,
medials and finals. In the simplest form, these verbs have one of each of these parts. Each piece













'water' 'by hand' (TI)
-utuhqun- -akat











'wash the feet of (TA)
payaquneahtaw-




'be three branches' (II)
aqanupihsh8-
'go along the shore' (II)
cheetawusutyupukan8-
'have a stiff neck' (AI)
ninawushq6tmai-
'be a door keeper' (AI)
The medial often consists of a noun, or a form of a noun. Sometimes it is the same or
similar to the regular form, and other times it is completely different. Cheetawusutyupukan- is
an example of a verb with a complete noun as a medial. Sutyupuk(an) is the noun for neck.


















The different kinds of finals are concrete, which is the kind of final that gives information
about that kind of action taken; and abstract. Abstract finals only indicate the type of verb that it
is: Animate Intransitive (AI), Inanimate Intransitive (II), Transitive Inanimate (TI), or Transitive
Animate (TA). There are also AI verbs that take an object (AI+O), TI verbs that do not take an
object (TI-O), and TA verbs that take a second object (TA+O). An example of a verb with an
abstract final is kuchususetaw- where the final -aw only means that it is a TA verb, and
nuhshwutuhqunakat- has a concrete final -akat, which has the specific meaning, 'be that many'.
Not all verbs have all three of these components. Many verbs have only initials and
finals. Here are some verbs that fit have that structure.
INITIAL FINAL VERB
ashkuhw- -6pam ashkuhw6pam-
'watch' 'see' (TA) 'watch' (TA)
pushk- -un pushkun-
'fold' 'by hand' (TA) 'fold' (TA)
ahs- -8patam ahs6patam-
'hide' 'see' (TI) 'not see' (TI)
sahk- -hqaham sahtyuhqaham-
'length' 'write' (TI) 'draw that far' (TI)
m8cheek- -unayu m8cheekunayu-
'many' 'be a color' (II) 'be multicolored' (II)
Ahq- -aht•a hqaht&-
'stop' (II) 'stop' (II)
yayat- -hsha yayatuhsh&-
'continuous' 'move intentionally' (AI) 'walk onward' (AI)
qees- -hsh6 qeesuhsh6-
'jump' 'move unintentionally (AI) 'jump' (AI)
The lists that follow are initial, medial, and final morphemes that can be put together to
form complete W6paniak verbs. 1
1 The phonology of the majority of these verbs is not described in this text. Some relevant changes are noted, but



















akachu- 'be ashamed' (AI)
akachuw6tam- 'be ashamed of (TI)
akeetam- 'count, read' (TI)
akeet6su- 'count' (AI)
ak6hseen- 'diminish' (II)
ak6hsunum- 'gather a little amount' (TI)
'away, leave' amdeehtam- 'avoid' (TI)
amdee- 'go' (AI)
2 The difference between ahkeehk6su- and ahtyuhkdsu- is not clear.
ach6tam- 'hunt' (TI)
acheehtaw- 'hunt for' (TA)
ahahpd- 'be humble' (AI)
ahahpahe- 'humble someone' (TA)
ahdneehtam- 'laugh at' (TI)
ahdnu- 'laugh' (AI)
ahchuwdinum- 'covet' (TA)
ahchuwustutam- 'listen to' (TI)
ahkeeuhshd- 'go on land' (AI)
ahkeehk6su- 'be sown' (II)




dhkuwd- 'be quiet' (AI)
dhkum- 'not do anything' (TA)
ahs6pamuqusu- 'hide' (AI)
ahs6patam- 'hide' (TI)
ahs8mapu- 'be still' (AI)













































dnakeesu- 'be painted' (AI)
dnakun- 'paint' (TA)
aneuwahtd- 'be above' (II)
aneuwanum- 'outnumber' (TA)
an8t6tam- 'avenge' (TI)
an8taw- 'take vengeance on' (AI)
anuhk6su- 'work' (AI)
anuhk6suweehtaw- 'work for' (TA)
apeehtam- 'be on' (TI)
apahq6su- 'be on the roof (II)
apw6su- 'roast' (II)
apwd- 'bake' (AI+O)
dqapu- 'be under' (AI)
dqapuhe- 'subdue' (TA)
aqeeneam- 'see as' (TI)
aquhe- 'compare' (TA)
akuwd- 'talk like' (AI)
akuhpuqan- 'taste like' (II)
aqutum- 'clothe' (TI)
aquN- 'clothe' (TA)
akuqam- 'sew to something' (TI)
akuwunuhkaw- 'clothe' (TA)
aqdndyu- 'be on the shore' (II)
aqushkdyu- 'be wet, moist' (II)
aqushkusu- 'be wet, moist' (AI)
aquhchupataw- 'water' (TI)
aquhchupaN- 'wet' (TA)
asdnum- 'push back' (TI)
asdwuhshd- 'go backwards' (AI)



























ashkuhweetyd- 'keep watch' (AI)
ashkuhw6N- 'wait for' (TA)
as8ku- 'be foolish' (AI)
as8kuhkam- 'deceive' (TA)




ayu- 'live in a place' (AI)
ayum- 'build' (TI)
ayumwdhtaw- 'make' (TI)
ayan6tuwd- 'speak various languages' (AI)
ayushk6m- 'chide' (TA)
ayushk6tum- 'chide' (TI)
ayuwuhtyd- 'be a soldier' (AI)
ayuwuhk6tam- 'fight against' (TI)
chahkdyu- 'be spotted' (II)
chahkusu- 'be blemished' (AI)
chahchahkusu- 'be speckled' (AI)
chandnum- 'be uncertain about' (TA)
chanuwd- 'disagree' (AI)
cheehshdnum- 'abhor' (TA)
cheehshdnumuqat- 'be hateful' (II)
cheehtaham- 'stuff (TI)
cheehtun6su- 'be pressed down' (II)
cheehtamdyu- 'be steadfast' (II)
cheehtamwuhte6su- 'be established' (II)
cheekuham- 'sweep' (TI)




































cheekeehtam- 'rebel against' (TI)
cheekeehtaw- 'rape' (TA)
cheetyum- 'compel' (TA)
cheetyupw6N- 'force to eat' (TA)
cheequhshaN- 'force' (TA)
cheekeeuhshd- 'run hard' (AI)
cheekeeyum- 'swear to' (TA)
chacheek6wum- 'argue with' (TA)
chacheekeeyuwda- 'swear' (AI)
cheepuhshaN- 'confound' (TA)
cheepuhshd6tam- 'be terrified by' (TI)
chacheepuhsh6- 'be astonished' (AI)
chacheepusu- 'be wild' (AI)
cheeqatweeahw- 'shave' (TA)
cheeqatweeham- 'shave' (TI)






cheetawusu- 'be stiff (AI)
chukahsw- 'burn' (TA)
chukahtd- 'bum' (II)
chupahtd- 'be free' (II)
chupapuhe- 'set aside' (TA)
chachdpunum- 'divide' (TI)
chachdapuhtyd- 'be separate' (AI)
chupwatam- 'kiss' (TI)
chupwut8napw- 'kiss' (TA)
kahkdnuhteaw- 'take away' (TI)
kahkdnuwa- 'deny' (AI+O)
3 1 can see no difference in the semantics of cheetan- and cheetaw-. They appear to be phonological variations of the
same morpheme for reasons that I do not understand.
'crazy'
'desire'












'rough to the touch'
'increase'
sound change: k8ch-
keetydhe- 'cause to live' (TA)
keetydhuwd- 'heal' (AI)
k6hkut8nuw6N- 'thirst for' (TA)





k6shkdyu- 'be rough' (II)
k6shkusu- 'be rough' (AI)
k8tunuhe- 'increase' (TA)
k8tunum- 'add' (TI)
k8chuhteaw- 'add to' (TI)
kuchukee- 'scratch' (AI)
kakeewd- 'be crazy' (AI)




kawuhtaham- 'chop down' (TI)
keekut8hkaw- 'speak with' (TA)
keekut8hk6- 'speak' (AI)
keemuhkam- 'spy on' (TI)
keemuwadN- 'talk secretly about' (TA)
keep6htyd- 'throw down' (AI+O)
keepuhkam- 'break down' (TI)
keesdnumwu- 'intend' (AI)
keesdnutam- 'risk' (TI)
keeshkahtd- 'be near' (II)
keeshkeehkam- 'pass by' (TI)
keehchuwuN- 'lead next to' (TA)










































kuchukahtawakdee- 'have itchy ears' (AI)
kuchusum- 'wash' (TA)
kuchusumuwca- 'baptize' (AI)
kuchut6wuhshd- 'go forward' (AI)
kuhchayuwu- 'be old' (AI)
kuhchusuwu- 'be old' (AI)
kuhchutah6tam- 'endure' (TI)
kuhchutah6- 'hold one's peace' (AI)
kuhkeehtam- 'listen to' (TI)
kuhkeehtaw- 'listen to' (TA)
kakdhkaham- 'describe' (TI)




kuhqutum6- 'appoint for oneself (AI+O)
kuhtyum- 'appoint' (TA)
kuhtyuqunakeetam- 'set a day' (TI-O)
kakdhkus6su- 'be engraved' (II)
kakdhkusum- 'carve' (TI)
kuhkeenawuhe- 'make' (TA)
kuhkeenune6qusu- 'be formed' (AI)
kuhk8tamwuhtyd- 'teach' (AI+O)
kuhk8tamweehteaw- 'teach' (TI)
kuhkuhqdhe- 'go up' (TA)
kuhkuhqdyu- 'be up above' (II)
kuhkuhkuwuN- 'lead up' (TA)
kuhpaham- 'land a boat' (TI)
kuhpee- 'come out of the water' (AI)
4 The initial kuhk- 'appoint', never shows up in its original form. It is only pronounced as kuhq- or kuhty. It must
be the original form though, because there is no reasonable way to get from kuhq- to kuhty- or kuhty- to kuhq- with
any known phonology.
5 There are no instances of kuhk- 'carve' that aren't reduplicated.
kuhp-
kum8t- 'steal' (AI)














kusapdyu- 'be hot' (II)
kusapusu- 'be hot' (AI)
kushkdyu- 'be broad' (II)
kushkusu- 'be broad' (AI)
kutaham- 'set sail' (AI)





kut8hamaw- 'sing to' (TA)
kutuw- 'speak' (AI)
kutum6kuneaw- 'pity' (TA)
kutum6kune6qusu- 'appear sad' (AI)
kutum6tydnum- 'have mercy on' (TA)
kutum6tydnutydyu- 'be compassionate' (AI)
mahchayu- 'have space' (II)
kum8t- 'steal'
kunatam- 'hold in the mouth' (TI)
kuneehpuhsun- 'bind' (II)
kushpatamaw- 'withhold from' (TA+O)
kushpeesu- 'be tied' (II)
kakdneehpusu- 'be tied up' (II)
kakdnun- 'hold up' (TA)
kun8tam- 'speak to' (TI)
kun8suwd- 'give advice' (AI)
kunukapu- 'be among' (AI+O)
kunukunum- 'mix' (TI)
kunuquhsh6- 'be mixed' (II)
kunuquhshd- 'go among' (AI+O)
kunutyupdnum- 'mix' (TI)
kunutyupdn6su- 'be mixed' (II)
kunupwuhshaN- 'bring quickly' (TA)
kunupuhteaw- 'hasten' (TI)
kupaham- 'plug up' (TI)






































mdhtuwd- 'finish speaking' (AI)
mdhcheehtam- 'devour' (TI)
mdhchukusw- 'burn up' (TA)
mdhtdnumwu- 'decide' (AI)
mdhtamatu- 'bargain with each other' (AI)
mahtameeku- 'be the oldest' (AI)
mahtameekuhe- 'have as a first child' (TA)
mdkahtyd- 'sell land' (AI)
mak- 'give' (AI+O)
makdyu- 'be great' (II)
mak6watu- 'be precious' (II)
matyuqddyu- 'be a big ear of corn' (II)
matyukeen- 'be great' (AI)
mdmasu- 'commit adultery' (AI)
mdmasuhe- 'commit adultery against' (TA)
mdndnuhtyd- 'be merciful' (AI)
mdndnum- 'have mercy on' (TA)
mdnuneam- 'behold' (TI)
mdnune6atu- 'look at each other'
manawdnum- 'despise' (TA)
man8hum- 'redeem' (TI)
man8hw- 'buy back' (TA)
manunusuhe- 'slow down' (TA)
manunusu- 'be patient' (AI)
(AI)





























matahqat- 'be bad weather' (II)
mat6htyd- 'fight' (AI)
machuhtedh6- 'have a bad heart' (AI)
machuhteaw- 'waste' (TI)
macheeuN- 'speak evil of (TA)
macheetum- 'condemn' (TI)
mdmacheeuN- 'curse' (TA)
mamachuhte6su- 'be blemished' (AI)
matamdqeehteaw- 'make foolish' (TI)
matamdquyu- 'speak foolishly' (AI)
mat6puhsh6- 'go down to the shore' (AI)
mat6pee- 'go down' (AI)
matydqunuhteaw- 'make void' (TI)
matydquhteaw- 'make void' (TI)6
maw- 'cry' (AI)
maweehtam- 'cry over' (TI)
mdyuhk6tam- 'make room for' (TI)
mdyuhtyd- 'make a path' (AI)





meechumuhk6N- 'give an order to' (TA)
meehqanum- 'remember' (TA)
meehqdnut6su- 'be remembered' (II)
meehshandnum- 'despise' (TA)
meehshandnutam- 'dishonor' (TI)
meek6N- 'fight with' (TA)
meek6htyd- 'fight' (AI)
m6chdhe- 'send away' (TA)
m6ch5hsh6- 'go away' (II)





















'black' m8wdyu- 'be black' (II)
m8wusu- 'be black' (AI)
mucheem- 'forever' mucheemahtd- 'last forever' (II)
mucheemapu- 'abide forever' (AI)
7 The verb m6chee- clearly must come from the initial m6chi-, but is an exception to the rule.
m6chee-7 'go away' (AI)
m6hchdnum- 'admire' (TA)
m6hchdnutamweeyuwu- 'be wonderful' (II)
m6hsaqeehtam- 'stick to' (TI)
m6hsaqeem8w- 'stick' (II)
m6mutam- 'cry' (TI-O)
m6mutamwdnuhsh- 'cry for' (TA)
m6ndt- 'be many' (II)
m6s6pam- 'stare at' (TA)
m6sune6qat- 'be strange' (II)
m6wdwee- 'gather' (AI)
m6wdwum- 'meet with' (TA)
m8cheekahtd- 'be a lot of (II)
m8cheekahtaw- 'increase' (TI)
m8cheequhshd- 'go in great numbers' (AI)
m8cheetyuqunukat- 'be many days' (II)
m8cheetyuqunahtyd- 'stay many days' (AI)
m8hsumuwd- 'be jealous' (AI)
m8hsum- 'be jealous of (TA)
m8n6dyu- 'be deep' (II)
m8n6hshun- 'be deep' (II)
m8s6tup6- 'be bald' (AI)
m8sw- 'shear' (TA)
m8shqdnum- 'be angry with' (TA)
m8shquhe- 'provoke (TA)
m8shkuwd- 'shout angrily' (AI)
m8hm8shkum- 'complain about' (TA)
m8hm8shkuwd- 'complain' (AI)
m8hm8shqutu- 'quarrel' (AI)































mucheeyu- 'be barren' (AI)
muhcheeyuwuhteaw- 'make barren' (TI)
muhseeku- 'flourish' (AI)
muhsukeenuw6N- 'have power over' (TA)
muhshuhte6su- 'be magnified' (II)
muhshuwd- 'boast' (AI)
mukeehsh6- 'have scabs' (AI)
muk8kaskunum- 'pull up' (said of plants) (TI)
muk8kuN- 'rob' (TA)
muk8nam- 'leave alone' (TI)
muk8naw- 'exclude' (TA)
mukuklyu- 'be bald' (II)
mukukusum- 'shave' (TI)
mukuneehtaw- 'gather around' (TA)
mukunum- 'gather' (TI)
munatam- 'vomit' (TI-O)
munatamw6N- 'vomit up' (TA)
munuhkanuw6su- 'be confident' (AI)
munuhkdyu- 'be powerful' (II)
munuhquhshd- 'go boldly' (AI)
munuhtyuk6paweehtaw- 'stand against' (TA)
munutyupwu- 'eat heartily' (AI)
musun- 'touch' (TA)
musuhshun- 'reach' (II)
mususu- 'be whole' (AI)
musut- 'be whole' (II)
musaham- 'declare' (TI)
musahamaw- 'tell' (TA+O)
8 I am not sure that muhs- and muhsh- are sound changes from one to another, but possibly just an alternation that I
do not understand.
9 It is hard to say whether this initial is muk- or mukun-. Verbs like mukun- TA suggest mukun- is the final, verbs
























mushkawdnutamuw6tam- 'rejoice in' (TI)
mushqatuhs6su- 'be dyed red' (AI)
mushqdyu- 'be red' (II)
musundm- 'have as a slave' (TA)
musun6hk6n- 'capture' (TA)
mutddnu- 'be multitudinous' (AI)
mutdhe- 'multiply' (TA)
mutumd- 'follow a path' (AI+O)
mutumduhshdhe- 'lead to the right road' (TA)
nahahtdahtd- 'be next' (II)
nahahtduhshd- 'go second' (AI)
ndhshdw6N- 'breathe out' (TA)
ndhsh6tam- 'breathe on' (TI)
ndndhsh6- 'breathe' (AI)
nahtuhkaw- 'show' (TA+O)
nahtusuuwd- 'show oneself (AI)
nahtwun- 'take' (TA)
nahtunumaw- 'take from' (TA+O)
nahunatum- 'summon' (TA)
nahunuhsh6- 'go away' (AI)
nahwutunum- 'take some of (TI)
nakahkaw- 'borrow' (TI-O)
nakahtawuheutu- 'lease out' (AI+O)
nakushkaw- 'meet' (TA)
nakushk6atum8w- 'meet' (II)
nak6hs6pamuqat- 'seem unimportant' (II)
nak6hsu- 'be few' (AI)
ndm- 'see' (TI)



















ndmahkaw6N- 'borrow from' (TA+O)
n6mahkaw- 'borrow' (TI)
nanahk6hpund-11 'be in distress' (AI)
nanahk6tapu- 'be in a dilemma' (AI)
nanahk6suhkaw- 'cause for trouble' (TA)
ndndmun- 'shake' (TA)
ndndm- 'rock' (as in a cradle) (TA)
ndnashwee- 'prepare oneself (AI)
ndnashweehtaw- 'be prepared for' (TA)
ndnawdnum- 'take care of (TA)
ndnawdnuwd- 'be a guide' (AI)
nanawdyu- 'be free' (AI)
nanawuhsh6m8w- 'go freely' (II)
nanaweehtaw- 'be gentle to' (TA)
nanawusu- 'be gentle' (AI)
ndndpanuwd- 'beseech' (AI)







ndn6qusu- 'be palsied' (AI)
nanweeku- 'be of common birth' (AI)
nanw6qd- 'be scattered' (II)
naswayu- 'be dispersed' (AI)
naqusu- 'appear' (AI)
naqat- 'be visible' (II)
'underneath'
'continual'
ndqunum- 'put underneath something' (TI)
ndqunumaw- 'put underneath' (TA+O)
ndqahtyapu- 'remain' (AI)
ndqahtydnum- 'continue to do' (TI)
10 Namahk- and nakahk- have seemingly the same meaning.
" Nanahk6hpuna- probably is formed by a sound change from t- to h-.
12 The sound change to nanahk6t- from nanahk- seems arbitrary The -ot does not seem to have any semantic


















neekahch- 'send a message'
nat-




13 I don't know what the difference between neek- and neech- could be. I think the difference might actually be a









natunedham- 'look at' (TI)
natunedhk6N- 'search' (TA)
natwdnum- 'consider' (TA)
natwusutam- 'try to figure out' (TI)
ndw- 'see' (TA)
ndweehtaw- 'appear to' (TA)
nawdn- 'bow down' (TA)
nawdk6pawu- 'bend over' (AI)
nay8m- 'be ridden by' (TA)
nay8tam- 'bear' (TI)
neechd- 'give birth' (AI)
neechdnuhsh- 'bear to' (TA+O)
neehneekuhkam- 'tear' (TI)
neehneekuhk6su- 'be torn' (AI)
neekuhe- 'give birth to' (TA)
neekuhteaw- 'make grow' (TI)
neetyuw6tam- 'be born from' (TI)
neetyuw6N- 'be born from' (TA)
neekahchuneuwd- 'send' (AI+O)

































neeyaneeyuwu- 'be like' (II)
n6kan- 'be light in weight' (II)
n6keesut6- 'be light footed' (AI)
n6pahsh- 'put back' (TA)
n6pahs8tumwum- 'succeed as sachem' (AI)
n6p8hum- 'answer' (TA-O)
n6p8hw6su- 'answer' (AI)
n6tuhsh- 'go to' (TA)
n6tuhsh6tam- 'resort to' (TI)
n6wahsuhkam- 'be far from' (TI)
n6wahtd- 'be far away' (II)
n8chumwahtd- 'be loose' (II)
n8chumwdyu- 'be weak' (II)
n8chumuk6pawu- 'be unstable' (AI)
n8hkahtydqam- 'plow' (TI-O)
n8hkusu- 'be soft' (AI)
neem6- 'take food for a journey' (AI)
neem6wunuhkaw- 'give food for travel' (TA)
neepataw- 'boil' (TI)
neepaweeanuhsh- 'stand up for' (TA)
neeshkeenuch6- 'have dirty hands' (AI)
neeshkuhteaw- 'pollute' (TI)
neehchanumuqat- 'be disgusting' (II)
neehchdnum- 'abhor' (TA)
neesach6num- 'have two of (TI)
neeseehpusu- 'be yoked together' (in two) (AI)
neesweekuteaw- 'bear two children to' (TA)




















n8hsweehtam- 'observe the law' (TI)
n8hswuhtahuwd- 'pursue' (AI)
n8hsaw6pam- 'watch, follow with the eyes' (TA)
n8hsuhkam- 'follow' (TI)
n8kdkunum- 'take down the sail' (TI-O)
n8kee- 'come down' (AI)
n8tyuwuN- 'bring down' (TA)
n8nunuwd- 'fail' (AI)
n8nune6qat- 'be impossible' (II)
n8shqam- 'lick' (TA)
n8shqatam- 'lick' (TI)
n8tamaw- 'hear from' (TA+O)
n8tamwdhe- 'cause to hear' (TA)
n8wanutam- 'be sorry' (TI-O)
n8wdnutamwune6qat- 'be unfortunate' (II)
nuhkeehtaw- 'overshadow' (TA
nuhkuhkam- 'be upon' (TI)
nuhtyupd- 'be covered in water' (II)
nuhtyupdn- 'be covered in water' (TA)
nuhsuhshd- 'go off alone' (AI)





nuhshwutuhqunakat- 'be three branches' (II)
nuhshw6pdeekuteaw- 'bear three sons to' (TA)
nuhshuqunuhshd- 'go for three days' (AI)
nuhtaw- 'kill' (TI)
nuhtaw- 'kill for' (TA+O)
'learn, be capable' nuht6htaw- 'learn' (TI)
nuht6num- 'know how to use' (TI)
nukaN- 'leave' (TA)
nukanutu- 'leave each other' (AI)
14 I1 do not know what the difference is between nuhsh- and nuht- which both mean 'kill'. I suspect there is a sound


















nuk6neeyuwu- 'be old' (II)
nukumat- 'be easy' (II)
nukumuhteaw- 'make easy' (TI)
numatapu- 'sit down' (AI)'sit'
'fill, pile'
sound change: numw ap- 16
'dry'





numw6qa- 'be a pile' (II)
numwdpeehtaw- 'fill' (TA)'7
numwdp- 'fill' (AI+O)








nunuq- 'danger' nunuqapu- 'be in danger' (AI)
nunuqusu- 'be careful' (AI)
nup- 'die' nup- 'die' (AI)
nupuwdtam- 'die because of (TI)
nup- 'water' nupeehk6tam- 'water' (TI)
nukeehk6tamwum8w- 'water' (TI)
nupw- 'persuade' nupwuhshaN- 'entice' (TA)
nupwuhshasuwd- 'persuade' (AI)
nupw6- 'mystery' nupw6wd- 'speak in parables' (AI)
nupw6- 'be prudent' (AI)
nuqut- 'one' nuqutahtaw- 'have one of (TI)
nuqutuhq6- 'have one eye' (AI)
t5 Nuk6n- is probably related to neek6n- with a change between u and ee.
16 The change from numw- to numwap- is an unusual sound change. It may be just a variation. There is however,
no reason that I can see to claim -ap- as a medial.
7 Likewise, there is no clear distinction between the minimal pair numwleehtaw- and numwapeehtaw.






























6pee- 'be unbound' (AI)
6peem8w- 'come untied' (II)
6pamahtd- 'be turned' (II)
6pamuhqdee- 'turn around' (AI)
6patuhsun- 'lean on' (AI)








6chupun- 'bend a bow' (TA)
6chupunahtyd- 'bend a bow' (AI)
6hqamamwu- 'be in pain' (AI)
6hqdmun- 'abhor' (TA)
6hk6hpund- 'be afflicted' (AI)
6hk6hpundN- 'abuse' (TA)
6htdpataw- 'put out' (TI)
6htd- 'go out' (II)
6mushkaw- 'defeat' (TA)
6mushk6su- 'win' (AI)
6md- 'fish with a line' (AI)
6muhkee- 'rise' (AI)
6muhkun- 'raise up' (TA)
6natuhayuwu- 'be like; (AI+O)
6nawusuhe- 'make thin' (TA)



























6prtunuhkusu- 'recover strength' (AI)
6pdchee- 'go back' (AI)
6p6chuwuN- 'restore' (TA)
6putuwd- 'be in the middle of speaking' (AI)
6puwusu- 'pretend' (AI)
6puwuchdnum- 'roll away' (TI)
6puwuchuk6htyd- 'subvert' (AI+O)
6pwuhtyd- 'pay taxes' (AI)
6pwuhtydhe- 'tax' (TA)
6qaham- 'hide' (TI)






6cheenuweeku- 'become richer' (AI)
6cheekuhe- 'cause to grow' (TA)
6tahtd- 'be moved' (II)
6tahtaw- 'remove from' (TA+O)
6tusee- 'go somewhere else' (AI)
6tusee- 'be a descendant of (AI)
6tanuhku- 'step' (AI)
6t8nuhsh6- 'fall onto one's back' (AI)
6watuhkaw- 'pay' (TA)
6watuhtydunuhsh- 'pay for' (TA+O)
'9 The initial 6t- 'increase' never shows up in its original form in any verbs that I have seen.20 1 have no explanation for this sound change. The -us- part of the morpheme is clearly not a medial.
21 Although there are no verb forms that I could find that produce the sound change from -k - -ty, it clearly does








8chunund- 'be weaned' (AI)
8chunundhe- 'wean' (TA)
8n6dyu- 'be blue' (II)
















22 pahk- does not show up in any verbs in its original form, only in the changed form pahq-
23 The second i of pihq&- seems to shorten to a before the -h that follows.24 Pihs8s- and its changed forms of pihs8t- and pAhs8ch- clearly have something in common with pAhsut, and
pihsuw. They share the same semantics and nearly the same spelling. But I do not know what is causing these
alternations. Pahs8ch- is clearly a sound change from pahs8t-, and I wonder if the same is true for pihsut- but I have
no evidence for that. There is also, as shown, a minimal pair pahs8tawim- and pahsuwawim- which have no







pdhkatwutumaw- 'examine carefully' (TA)
pdhkdyu- 'be clean' (II)
pdhtydnum- 'regard as innocent' (TA)
pahqutum- 'declare' (TI)
pahqutumaw- 'declare to (TA)
pahkunahtaw- 'darken' (TI)
pahkunahtyd- 'make darkness' (AI)
pahqaham- 'escape' (AI)
pahqahwuN- 'redeem' (TA)23
pahsuhkas6- 'have cloven hooves' (AI)
pahsuhsh6- 'split in two' (AI)
pahsahtam- 'dig a pit' (AI)
pahsatamaw- 'dig a pit for' (TA)
pdhs8suhkam- 'be near' (TI)
pdhs8suhk6dtu- 'be near each other' (AI)
pdhs8tapu- 'be nearby' (AI)
pdhs8tawam- 'be closely related to' (TA)
pdhs8cheeyuwu- 'be near' (II)
pdhs8chuhe- 'bring near' (TA)
pdhsutawu- 'be near' (AI)
pdhsutawune6- 'be near death' (AI)
pdhsuwahtd- 'be near' (II)











pakuhsumw6N- 'fall on' (TA)
pakuhsun- 'fall against something' (AI)
pdkatdnutam- 'decide' (TI-O)
pdkatutum- 'condemn' (TI)
pckachuhte6su- 'be fullfilled' (II)
pdkachuhteaw- 'finish' (TI)
pakeeN- 'divorce' (TA)













pdmakuhsh6- 'sail across' (AI)
pdmeem8w- 'pass by' (II)
panee6- 'err' (AI)
panuhsh6- 'fail' (II)
panupeeyuwu- 'be perfect' (AI, II)
panupahtaw- 'last throughout' (TI)
pdpahtdnum- 'trust' (TA)
pdpahtdnumuqat- 'be trustworthy' (II)
pap6muhqdee- 'look around at' (AI+O)
pap6munum- 'wave' (TI)
pdpuqanuhe- 'ruin' (TA)
pdpuqanuhte6m8w- 'ruin' (TI, animate subject)
pdqdhtydm8w- 'destroy' (II)
pdqdN- 'destroy' (TA)
pas6hqunum- 'pick fruit' (TI)
pasunum- 'pick fruit' (TI)
pashpeewutaw- 'carry through' (TI)
pashpuhshd- 'go through' (AI)
pashqusu- 'be whole' (AI)
pasuqee- 'get up from sitting' (AI)
pasuquhkaw- 'get up' (TA)
pasuqunuhe- 'unite' (TA)











































peetaw- 'put in' (TI)
peet6pakee- 'crawl in' (AI)
peecheem8w- 'go in' (II)
peetwahtaw- 'be on top of (TI)
peetwahtd- 'be on top' (II)
25 This is a borrowing from English.





pdtawdnuhsh- 'bring for' (TA+O)
pdcheehshun- 'come to' (II)
pdchupahtaw- 'bring' (TI)
pdt6htyd- 'throw that far' (AI)
pdtunumaw- 'send to' (TA+O)
pawdnum- 'use magic on' (TA)
pdyum-'pay' (TA)
pdyumaw- 'pay to' (TA+O)
payahqutum- 'have authority over' (TI)
payahqutumwdhe- 'give authority to' (TA)
payahtyum- 'command' (TA)
pdyaqat- 'be ten' (II)
pdyaquneahtaw- 'have ten coins' (TI)
pay6sukapeehtam- 'sit next to' (TI)
pay6sukeeyuwu- 'be next to' (II)
pay6sutyuk6paweehtaw 'stand next to' (TA)
pdpay6hsukahtd- 'correspond to each other' (II)
peen8wahtyapu- 'be strangers' (AI)
peen8wamdhtaw- 'distinguish between' (TI)
p6hpeen8wat- 'differ (II)
peepeenam- 'choose' (TI)































p6hshahqd- 'be noon' (AI)
p6hsheem8w- 'be divided' (II)
p6hp kunuchahe- 'clap hands' (TA)
p6qdyu- 'be shallow' (II)
posee- 'be pregnant' (AI)
poshkahtd- 'be naked' (II)
pOshkun- 'strip' (TA)
pdhchupuhuwd- 'run naked' (AI)
p6wdnutam- 'enjoy oneself (TI-O)
p6wdnutamwdhe- 'comfort' (TA)
p8chdyu- 'be a corner' (II)
p8hqdyu- 'be broken' (II)
p8hquhshasum- 'break' (TA)
p8hkuqdn- 'break the neck of (TA)
p8hp8hqusu- 'be lame' (AI)
p8kee- 'be puffed up' (AI)
p8kuheuwdheuwd- 'cause to puff up' (II)
p8nahshapaw- 'place a net for' (TA)
p8nashkeetyuwaw- 'give medicine to' (TA)
p8su- 'get in a vehicle' (AI)
p8suhe- 'load into a vehicle' (TA)
p8suhkun- 'bury' (TA)
p8suhkundsu- 'be buried' (II)






























p8taw6tam- 'blow on' (TI)
p8t6tamaw- 'blow against' (TA)
puhpeeq-
pus6mdtu- 'debate' (AI)
putaham- 'be caught' (AI)
putahuhkaw- 'catch fish' (TA)
p8t-
puht-
puhpeeqahtaw- 'blow a trumpet' (TI)
puhpeeq6tam- 'play music on' (TI)
puhpeekuwdnuhsh- 'play music for' (TA)
puhtdnutam- 'be mistaken' (TI-O)
puhtuwd- 'speak mistakenly' (AI)
puhchunedn- 'kill by accident' (TA)
puhtyuwd- 'speak arrogantly' (AI)







peepumw- 'shoot at' (TA)
punataw6pu- 'look down' (AI)
pun6htyd- 'throw down' (AI+O)
pup8n- 'be winter' (II)
pup8nuhsun- 'spend the winter' (AI)
puqdyu- 'be hollow' (II)
puqusum- 'bore a hole into' (TI)
pusahqac- 'rot' (AI)
pusaqatum- 'rot' (TI)
























qdhshapu- 'be ready' (AI)
qdhshdm- 'be engaged to' (TA)
qdhshaweehtam- 'prepare' (TI)
qdhshawuhe- 'prepare' (TA)
qdhshwee- 'be ready' (AI)
qdqdhshweehtamaw- 'betroth to' (TA+O)
qdqdhshweehtam- 'prepare' (TI)
qakunum- 'dip' (TI)
qakun6su- 'be dipped' (II)
qaqee- 'run' (AI)
qaqeedhe- 'cause to run' (TA)











qeehqeenawdnumuw6N- 'be afraid of (TA)
qeehqeenaw6tam- 'be amazed at' (TI)
qeenutam- 'attack' (TI)
qeenutaw- 'attack' (TA)
qeenahsh- 'put on' (TA+O)
qeenahtdi- 'stand on' (II)
qeenawuheuqu- 'need' (AI+O)
qeenawat- 'be necessary' (II)








putaqeehtaw- 'hide from' (TA)
putakuhum- 'conceal' (TI)
putakuhw- 'cover' (TA)
putuqdyu- 'be round' (II)
putyuhk6tam- 'pitch' (TI)
putyuhtyd- 'pitch' (AI+O)
































quhtam- 'abstain from' (TI)




quhtaydnut6su- 'be honored' (II)
qundyu- 'be long' (II)
qun6hqusu- 'be tall' (AI)
qunuwd6tam- 'deny' (TI)
qunuwd- 'deny' (AI)
qunupeahtaw- 'be around' (TI)
qunupeek6pawu- 'be converted' (AI)
qunuqdyu- 'be sprained' (II)
qunuquhsh6- 'be lame' (AI)
ququnun- 'hold up' (TA)
quqununum- 'withhold' (TI)
qusahtdeem8w- 'smoke' (II)
qusakuk6pawu- 'get out of the way' (AI)
qeesuhsh6- 'leap' (AI)
qeesuhsh6tam- 'jump over' (TI)
qeehqeesuhsh6- 'skip' (II)
qeehqeesuhshahtaw- 'cause to skip' (TI)
q6suhkaw- 'drive away' (TA)
qrsuhkam- 'drive away' (TI)
q6shqus6su- 'be circumcised' (AI)
quhpapasu- 'extend up from the water' (AI)
quhpuhsh6- 'go up from the water' (AI)
quhsuhteaw- 'spare' (TA)
quhsuhwu- 'be serious' (AI)
quhsh- 'fear' (TA)
quhshuhk6tam- 'respect' (TI)


















qushkaham- 'return by boat' (AI)
qushkunum- 'translate' (TI)
qushkatydham- 'cross by boat' (AI)
qushkatydhe- 'send across' (TA)





quchuhte6su- 'be tried' (II)








qutukuhqdkopawu- 'turn away' (AI)
sahk6hqat- 'be a certain height' (II)
sahk6hqusu- 'be a certain height' (AI)
sahtyd- 'be so long' (II)
sahtyuhqaham- 'draw that long' (TI)




sahqdnumwu- 'abhor doing something' (AI)
sahqutedth6- 'be a coward' (AI)
'out'
sound change: sah-
sahwataw pu- 'look out' (AI)
sahweehtaw- 'go out of (TA)
sahamwum8w- 'go forth' (II)








































sak- sak6pdkunuwd- 'lead' (AI)
sakun- 'grab by the hand' (TA)
sakeepw- 'bite' (TA)
sakeepwutu- 'bite each other' (AI)
sakeeputam- 'bite' (TI)
sakeepuwd- 'bite' (AI)
samun6su- 'be anointed' (II)
samunum- 'anoint' (TI)
spads6su- 'be melted' (said of metal) (AI)






sayakamamuqat- 'be difficult' (II)
sayakuhe- 'be difficult for' (TA)
seehtydeem8w- 'dry up' (II)
seekuneamaw- 'refuse' (TA+O)
seekune6su- 'be hateful' (AI)
sdseekuneam- 'be habitually lazy' (TI-O)
seenunum- 'squeeze' (TI)
seenupdnum- 'wring out' (TA)
seepahtd- 'rest' (II)
seekakee- 'spread' (AI)
seehseepdeehtaw- 'spread out on' (TA)
seehseepdee- 'stretch out' (AI)
seequhsh6- 'be left' (AI)
seeqahtahw- 'leave out of killing' (TA)
























suhq6N- 'spit on' (TA)
suhqu- 'spit' (AI)
sukashkatdhsun- 'lie flat' (AI)
sukee- 'urinate' (AI)
sukeetam- 'urinate on' (TI)
sumakun- 'stretch forth' (TA)
sumakunuchdee- 'stretch out one's hand' (AI)
28 The final -Uk6patd begins with a mutating schwa so the original form must be s6k-. But s6k- does not show up to
mean 'firmn' in any verbs that I have seen.
s6hsumuwahtaw- 'glorify' (TI)
s6hsumuweeyuwu- 'be glorious' (II)
s6kun- 'blossom' (II)
s6tyupdhsh6- 'sprout leaves' (II)
sdtyupaquhsh6- 'sprout leaves' (AI)
s6tyuk6pat - 'stick firmly' (II)
s6pwuhtedh6- 'be upright of heart' (AI)
s6pwuhteaw- 'make straight' (TI)
s6puwa6N- 'confess to' (TA)
s6puwd- 'state frankly' (AI)
sdqdyu- 'be cold' (II)
s6qusu- 'be cold' (AI)
s6quheuwd- 'win' (AI)
s8hq6htyd- 'break by throwing' (AI)
s8hqunum- 'tear down' (TI)
s8hkupunaw- 'break down' (TI)
s8hkaw- 'destroy' (TA)
s8kun6su- 'be poured' (II)
s8kun6nuhk6tam- 'rain on' (TI)
s8kusu- 'be cheerful' (AI)
suhpwahtd- 'be closed' (said of eyes) (II)
suhpeeqd- 'close one's eyes' (AI)




























suqahan- 'break into pieces' (II)
suquhkam- 'break' (TI)
suseequn- 'anoint' (TA)
suseequndsu- 'be anointed' (II)









tanapwdsu- 'be cooked there' (II)
taneeku- 'be born there' (AI)
tanaht6atu- 'gamble for' (AI+O)
tanakuhkam- 'tear' (TI)
tanakuhsh6- 'tear' (II)
tdtanakdyu- 'be torn' (II)
sunup-
suq-
tahkahqd- 'be the cool part of the day' (II)
tahkdyu- 'be cold' (II)
tahqun- 'arrest' (TA)
tahqunutu- 'marry' (AI)
tahkupusu- 'be entangled' (AI)
tahshahtaw- 'contain that many' (TI)
tahshataw- 'gather that much' (TI)
tahsu- 'be so many' (AI)
tahsheem8w- 'rise' (II)
tahshuhqacee- 'lift one's eyes' (AI)
tahshuhteaw- 'cause to stop' (TI)




































tapune6qat- 'be acceptable' (II)
takupuN- 'tie up' (TA)
takupusu- 'be tied up' (AI)
tahtakupusu- 'be tied up' (AI)
tahtakupuN- 'tie up' (TA)
taqaham- 'grind' (TI)
taqahrsu- 'grind' (AI)
tashkuhkam- 'step on' (TI)
tashkuhkamwum8w- 'step on' (inan. subject) (II)
tdtupdnum- 'respect equally' (TA)
tdtupeeyuwu- 'be alike' (II)
tawuhshuteaw- 'depopulate' (TI)
taweehtaw- 'open up to' (TA)
tawahpee- 'step into water' (AI)
tawahpun6pushqd- 'cast an anchor
tayahquhteaw- 'shorten' (TI)
tayahqusu- 'be short' (AI)




t8hkee- 'wake up' (AI)
t8hkun- 'wake up' (TA)
t8nuquhsun- 'slide' (AI)
t8nuqdyu- 'be slippery' (II)





tuhkeequhkaw- 'be heavy on' (TA)
tuhkeequn- 'be heavy' (AI)
tuhkeekuwan6- 'be heavily burdened' (AI)





























un6md- 'be legal' (II)
un6mdsu- 'be excusable' (AI)
ununuhtydhshd- 'go to the right'
ununuhtydhkam- 'go to the right
'dream' unuq6m- 'deam' (AI)











ushkaw6su- 'be envious' (AI)
'envy'
30 Although it does not show up in any verb forms
based on the adjectival form ununuhk6ee.
as far as I can tell, the original form of the initial is ununuhk6-
tumeeqdhw- 'behead' (TA)
tumusum- 'cut off (TI)
tumuhuwd- 'deserve' (AI+O)
tumashkunum6atu- 'gamble' (AI)
tupdnum- 'care for' (TA)
tupdnutamwcdnuhsh- 'take care of for' (TA+O)
tupuhkuhsunum- 'make one's camp' (TI)
tupuhkuhsun- 'encamp' (AI)
tutuhpun6su- 'be kneaded' (II)
tutuhpunum- 'knead' (TI)
tutupeeqdnum- 'wrap up' (TA)
tutupun6htyd- 'spin thread' (AI)
uhuN- 'call to' (TA)
uhutu- 'speak to each other' (AI)
unahqat- 'be that kind of weather' (II)
undnutam- 'think' (TI)
usee- 'do' (AI+O)

















ushpeedhtaw- 'make go up' (TI)
ushqam- 'sew up' (TI)
ushq6t6su- 'sew' (AI)
ushqunumaw- 'leave out of (AI+O)
ushqeeyuwu- 'be left over' (AI)
ut8tunum- 'be able to do in time' (TI)
ut8cheeyune6qat- 'be timely' (II)
wd6peem8w- 'arise' (II)
wdapunum- 'lift up' (TI)
wach6num- 'keep' (TI)
wach6nutu- 'be married to each other' (AI)
'be well-known'
'end'
wchuqat- 'be revealed' (II)
wdhuqusu- 'be revealed' (AI)
wahkuhqdhshun- 'end' (II)










wahqdnutyd- 'be merciful' (AI)
wahtam- 'understand' (TI)
waht6atu- 'understand each other'
wakawun- 'stir up' (TA)
wakawee- 'be in an uproar' (AI)




wdpusum8w- 'be afraid' (II)
wdpuwuN- 'make afraid' (TA)
wp6dnutam- 'be in a hurry' (TI-O)
31 NO verbs show up in the reduplicated form that I have seen, however the noun wahwahtamuw6k(an)










































wasapuhtaham- 'beat thin' (TI)
wasapdyu- 'be thin' (II)
washkuhtah6su- 'be maimed' (AI)
waskuhe- 'hurt' (TA)
washkeetahtd- 'be on top' (II)
washweem8w- 'be open' (II)
washwunum- 'uncover' (TI)
watawaht6qusu- 'make noise' (AI)
watawaht6qusuweehtaw- 'shout to' (TA)
wdwdnutamwdhe- 'make wise' (TA)
wdwdnutam- 'be wise' (TI-O)
wdwd^6tam- 'witness' (TI)
wdwdm8w- 'be a witness' (II)
wdweendtum- 'praise' (TI)
wdweendmuqusu- 'be famous' (AI)
waw6nu- 'get lost' (AI)
weetuwdtu- 'conspire' (AI)
weetuhshd- 'go with' (AI)
weechayutu- 'live together' (AI)
weech8hum- 'work with' (TA)
weehqutu- 'call each other' (AI)
weehqutum- 'call for' (TI)
weehkum- 'call' (TA)
weehkumuwd^- 'call' (AI)
weehqdyu- 'be blunt' (II)
weehqahtd- 'end' (II)
weehsakun6N- 'be bitter to' (TA)
weehsakahp6su- 'cry bitterly' (AI)
32 Washkeech- does not show up in the verbs that I have seen. It does show up in many nouns and the adjectival
form, washkeechee.
33 Waw- is probably related to wdh-.
34 Weesaty- shows up in nouns only that I have seen. For example, weesatyupdq, 'bitter water'.























w6hsutd- 'be bright' (II)
w6kuchdyu- 'bend' (AI)
w6kunum- 'bend' (TI)
w6musu- 'go down' (AI)
w6musuwuN- 'bring down' (TA)
wdnuhkaw- 'dig a pit for' (TA)
w6nuhtyd- 'dig' (AI)
weekan- 'be sweet' (II)
week6tamdnum- 'delight in' (TA
weetydnum- 'delight in' (TA)
weetyum6tum- 'like the smell of (TI)
weekuhk6su- 'be built' (AI)
weekuhk6tam- 'build up' (TI)




weeshqdnum- 'wrap up' (TI)
weeshqdpeesu- 'be wrapped up' (II)
wees6hshd- 'have a fever' (AI)
wees6hshdhe- 'plague' (TA)
weeunuhshd- 'go around' (AI)
weeuneek6paweehtaw- 'stand around' (TA)
weewanunuhe- 'burden' (TA)
weewanunuheuwd- 'burden' (AI)
weewasuhe- 'be burdensome to' (TA)
weeyakuhteaw- 'meddle with' (TI)
weeyakunum- 'handle' (TI)
weeyaqutu- 'discuss' (AI)
weeyaqut6su- 'be talked about' (AI)
weeyatydnutam- 'ponder' (TI)

















w6peeqawu- 'be pregnant' (AI)
w6qutu- 'greet each other'






















wucheequ- 'have leprosy' (AI)
wum- 'come from' (AI)
wumwum8w- 'come from' (II)
wunahtyd- 'be peaceful' (AI)
wunahtaw- 'put in order' (TI)





wdwushpwu- 'eat fancy food' (AI)
wunahs8m- 'betray' (TA)
wunahs8muwd- 'be a traitor' (AI)
wunamatuhkam- 'pursue' (TI)
wunamatuhkaw- 'hunt' (TA)
wunapahshataw- 'cast metal' (TI)
wunapdhshataw- 'cast metal for' (TA+O)
wunaquhteaw- 'fatten' (TI)
wunaqu- 'be fat' (AI)
wun6kupu- 'have dinner' (AI)
wun6kuwu- 'be evening' (II)
wun6mwuhteaw- 'prove' (TI)
wun6muhkuteeyuwu- 'be sure' (AI)
wun6muhtam- 'believe' (TI)
























wun peuhk6htyd- 'conspire' (AI)
wunqpeuwusu- 'be crafty' (AI)
wuseemwu- 'flee' (AI)
wuseemweehteam- 'flee from' (TI)
wuseem8w- 'flee' (II)
wuseemuwahe- 'cause to flee; (TA)
wushkuhteaw- 'renew' (TI)
wushkeenuneuwu- 'be young' (AI)
wus6meene6qat- 'be unreasonable' (II)
wus6meepwu- 'be a glutton' (AI)
wusukuteddnutam- 'favor' (TI)
wusukutedhuwd- 'please' (AI)
wutanuhk6su- 'work for' (AI)
wutatamwAhtaw- 'drink out of (TI)
wuchayuw6N- 'profit from' (TA)
wucheeku- 'be born to' (AI+O)
wutamdnutam- 'be anxious' (TI-O)
wutameehpund- 'be afflicted' (AI)
wutatamwuhe- 'give water to' (TA)
wutatamwdhtaw- 'drink out of (TI)
wutatam- 'drink' (TI)
wutuhtuhkam- 'arrive at' (TI)
wutuhtuhkaw- 'extend to' (TA)
wutuwanuqat- 'be honorable' (II)
wutuwdnutam- 'be brave' (TI-O)
ydneeyuwu- 'be like' (AI+O)
ydnunum- 'compare' (TI)
ydwuhk6t6- 'be four-footed' (AI)
yawuqunakat- 'be four days ago' (II)
ydyatahtd- 'be throughout' (II)
ydyatuhshd- 'walk onward' (AI)
36 Wusuk- is probably related to wuN- but the meaning of -uk- is unclear, so for now it will be remain included as









yu- 'say' yu- 'speak' (AI)
yum8w- 'speak' (II)
Medials"
-ahq- 'time of day' mdnhcheep6hshahqd- 'be afternoon' (AI)
numatahqd- 'be morning' (AI)
-ahshap- 'net' p8nahshapaw- 'lay a net for' (TA)
p8nahshap6- 'cast a net' (AI)
-ahs8tumw- 'king' aneuwahs8tumwum- 'rule over' (TA)
kuhtahs8tumwapu- 'sit as king' (AI)
-ahtya- 'earth' kuhtahtydeeku- 'be born in this country- (AI)
n8hkahtydqam- 'plow' (TI-O)
-ak- 'sheet like' kunupakuhshd- 'sail quickly' (AI)
pdmakuhshd- 'sail across' (AI)
-ak- 'length' seepakee- 'spread' (AI)
eeshqanakusu- 'be a cubit long' (AI)
-ikeesuq- 'day' nuqutdkeesuqakat- 'last one day' (II)
-amam- 'suffer' sayakamamuqat- 'be difficult' (II)
6hqamamwu- 'be in pain' (AI)
-mneechum- 'food' numwadmeechumuhk6N- 'be full with' (TA+O)
numwdmeechum8w- 'be full' (II)
-•amees- 'small, diminutive' peedmeesan- 'be very small' (II)
6puhtdmeesu- 'be a short time after' (II)
an- 'mind, brain' mdndnuhtyd- 'be merciful' (AI)
matdnusu- 'despise' (AI+O)
-n- 'number' muthnuhe- 'increase' (TA)
-ashkeet6piw- 'man' unashkeet6pdwu- 'be that kind of man' (AI)
wushkashkeet6pdwu- 'be a new man' (AI)
-aw- 'relative' pahsuwawdm- 'be closely related to' (TA)
weetawdm- 'marry' (TA)
-eechuw- 'plate' wuneechuwuhkaw- 'set the table for' (TA)
wuneechuwuhteaw- 'set' (the table) (TI)
37 These are some of the medials that I have come across. This list is not only incomplete, but probably a rather






























38 The common medial for 'eye' and 'face' makes sense, but 'head' seems unusual.
39 The gloss 'storm' is a guess based on the examples that I have found that contain this initial.40 The minimal pair pun6pan- and pun6pikun- seem not to have any difference
mdmacheenanutamaw- 'curse for' (TA+O)
macheenanum- 'curse' (TA)
qunupeen8taw- 'put a hedge around' (TI)
tumeeqdn- 'behead with bare hands' (TA)
6qeeqdhu- 'put on a veil' (AI)
suhpeeqd- 'close one's eyes' (AI)
muhshuhtahshun- 'be stormy' (II)
muhshuhtahshun- 'storm approaches' (II)
usum6qat- 'smell thus' (II)
macheem6qusu- 'smell bad' (AI)
sakunuchdn- 'take by the hand' (TA)
ushpunuchdee- 'raise one's hand' (AI)
neeshkeenuch6- 'have dirty hands' (AI)
p8hqunuch6- 'have a broken hand' (AI)
muhsh6hqat- 'grow' (said of a tree) (II)
muhsuw6hqat- 'wither' (said of a tree) (II)
qaqdn6hqusu- 'be very tall' (AI)
qun6hqahtd- 'be high' (II)
un6k8m- 'be related to' (TA)
pdhsuw6k8m- 'be a close relative of (TA)
qun6nuhq6- 'have long hair' (AI)
n8k6pdn- 'lower on a cord' (TA)
pun6pdn- 'lower on a cord' (TA)
pun6pdkun- 'lower on a cord' (TA)40
weet6pdutu- 'be friends with each other' (AI)
uweet6pdhtyd- 'make friends with' (AI+O)




























pdyaquneahtaw- 'have ten coins' (TI)
-tfih-
-uk-
suqotupdhtahw- 'break the head of in pieces' (TA)
tumdtupdhw- 'behead' (TA)
kusuw6tupd- 'have a headache' (AI)
m8s6tup6- 'be bald' (AI)
nees8hkaw6- 'have two wives' (AI)
m8cheek8hkaw6- 'have many wives' (AI)
neesushkeesuq6- 'have two eyes' (AI)
ndnawushq6tdmd- 'keep the door' (AI)
ushqdtdhtyd- 'set up a gate for' (AI)
mutusutdwuhshd- 'go on foot' (AI)
takusutdhsum- 'trip' (TA)
m8cheekusut6- 'have many feet' (AI)
kuchususeetaw- 'wash the feet of (TA)
chupwusutyupukandpw- 'kiss on the neck' (TA)
cheetawusutyupukand- 'have a stiff neck' (AI)
munuhkutdh6- 'be stout hearted' (AI)
n8hkutedh6- 'be tender hearted' (AI)
p8hqutedh6- 'have a broken heart' (AI)
chupwut8ndpuwd- 'kiss' (AI)
kuput8ndeem8w- 'shut its mouth' (II)
kuput8nahw- 'shut the mouth of (TA)
peehtedwut8nd- 'foam at the mouth' (AI)
unuhqaee- 'look in a certain direction' (AI)
kaqutukuhqdeehtaw- 'shake one's head at' (TA)
quchuhpw6N- 'taste' (TA)
p8hquhshakunumaw- 'release from prison' (TA)
kupuhshakun- 'imprison' (TA)
chachapukah6su- 'be divided into rooms' (II)
peetukataw- 'bring inside' (TA)
peetutyd- 'come in' (AI)
taneekutyd- 'build there' (AI)













mdkununeuw6- 'give a person to someone' (AI+O)
chupununeuwdhe- 'set free' (TA)
wushkeenuneuwu- 'be young' (AI)
pdchupahtaw- 'bring in a hurry' (TI)
p6hchupuhuwd- 'run naked' (AI)
ahqdnupdhsh6- 'go along the shore' (II)
mdhtupdee- 'melt' (AI)
muhshupdkat- 'be a lot of water' (II)
s6tyupakat- 'sprout leaves' (II)
s6tyupakuhsh6- 'sprout leaves' (AI)
wuchupuhuwd- 'flee from' (AI)
pdchupuhuw6N- 'run to' (TA)
ydwuqunakat- 'be four days ago' (II)
kuhtyuqunakeetam- 'set a day' (TI-O)
ak6hseequnahtd- 'stay a few days' (II)
nuhshwutuhqunakat- 'be three branches' (II)
Finals
Abstract Finals
-C 'II' pukutdwd- 'smoke'
sahtyd- 'be so long'
-ah6su 'II' kupah6su- 'be shut'
wusuhqah6su- 'be written'
-am 'TI' sdhkam- 'overcome'
an8tam- 'command'
(TI-O) saham- 'go forth'
-an 'II' neetushkan- 'be healed'
n6kan- 'be light'
-at 'II' sayakat- 'be difficult'
payaqat- 'be ten'
-at& 'II' neepatd- 'stand' 41
-atum 'TI' nukatum- 'rot'
aqatum- 'clothe'
-aw 'TI' peetaw- 'put in'
nuhtaw- 'destroy'
-aw 'TA' n8taw- 'hear'
muk8naw- 'permit'
-awu 'AI' w6peeqawu- 'be pregnant'
pdhsutawu- 'be near (death)'
-eehtaw 'TA' nawdeehtaw- 'bow to'
ahdneehtaw- 'laught at'
-eeht6su 'II' m6hsaqeeht6su- 'stick together'
-ham 'TI' atuham- 'ambush'
seepuham- 'sacrifice'
-hk6su 'II' seewdhk6su- 'be sprinkled'



























































42 The final -hwu might very well be -hw TA plus --u doing Secondary Verb Derivation (see section 3). However
there is no verb quhsuhw- that I have seen. For finals that show up commonly, although they might very possibly be




























weekutam- 'have a house'































-a (AI) 'be, be in a state'
-aee (AI) 'body movement'















-ahqa (AI) 'be a certain time of day'
-ahsh (TA) 'take care'
(TA+O)












manunaham- 'go slowly by boat'
panupaham- 'sail through'
tanaqaham- 'drift ashore there'
kunaham- 'defend'
6htaham- 'put out' (fire)
kupah6su- 'be shut up'
taqah6su- 'grind' (ie. flour)
wusuhqahw- 'write about'
putahw- 'catch' (fish)







ahtahsh- 'give for safe keeping'
qeenahsh- 'put on'
ndwahtd- 'be far away'
aneuwahtd- 'be above'
qunupahtaham- 'dig around'









-atam (TI) 'by mouth'


















'be a that many'
'mind, in one's head'






6hqamatam- 'be in pain'
putaham- 'be caught'













quhsapasu- 'extend from the water'



















-apu (AI) 'in aplace'
(AI+O)
-ayu (AI) 'in a place, live'
(AI+O)
-ee (AIl) 'go, do'
wuchayu- 'be from'


































tahtakupusu- 'be tied up'
takupusu- 'be tied'
nanweeku- 'be of common birth'
neek6neeku- 'be first born'
keesuku- 'be full grown'
muhsheekun- 'grow greatly'
taneekun- 'grow there'
keesukun- 'be grown up'
neesweekuteaw- 'bear two children to'
muhseekuteaw- 'bear crops to'
neekuhe- 'give birth to'
tanuhe- 'make there'
weewasuhe- 'load with'
aquhe- 'put on' (clothes'
dtuh6suwdhe- 'set in ambush'
chupeedhe- 'set free'
cheekuhamwdhe- 'cause to scrape off
takamwdhe- 'cause to hit'
aneuwuhkam- 'hit more times'
s8hquhkam- 'tear into pieces'



































macheehpund- 'have bad luck'











-hsh6 (AI) 'accidental movement'
-hsh6 (II) 'movement'
-hsh6tam (TI) 'movement'







n8kuhsh6tam- 'fall short of
qeesuhsh6tam- 'leap over'
punuhshdw- 'fall on'
44 -htya is added o nouns to form verbs that mean 'make X'.
'nullify, gone' 45
'nullify, gone'
-hshaw (TI) 'nullify, gone ' 47
-hsum (TA) 'on the ground'
-hshun (II) 'be in a position'
sound change: -hsun
sound change: -hshune








-hteaw (TI) 'cause to'
sound change: -eehtaw 48















pakuhshune- 'fall against something'
6patuhsun- 'lean'
neesuhsun- 'sleep together' (implies sex)
6patuhsun- 'lean on'
neesuhsun- 'sleep with' (implies sex)
kawuhtaham- 'chop down'










kaweedhtaw- 'cause to sleep'
week6tamwdhteaw- 'make glad'
n8tamwdhteaw- 'caus eto hear'
-htyamwu (AI) 'have a personality characteristic' mdndnuhtydmwu- 'be merciful'
m8hsuhtydmwu- 'be jealous'
45 This gloss is based on the gloss of 'hshataw. See next footnote. *
46 * I cannot identify the difference between punuhshatam- and punuhshataw-. I wonder if the final -hshatam is not
an alternation of-hshataw.
47 The semantics, minimal pairs, and similar spelling of these finals makes me think that -hshaw is an alternation of
hshataw-.














sound change: -neam (TI)
-naw (TA) 'see'





























macheenam- 'regard as bad'
usunam- 'see thus'






nuqutuhq6- 'have one eye'
machutedh6- 'have a bad heart'
keep6htyd- 'throw down'
6t8n6htyd- 'throw onto its back'









kut6qd- 'be piled up'
numw6qd- 'be a pile'
n8k6tawd- 'climb down'
wut6tawa- 'climb'












wun8hw- 'estimate the value of
6t8td- 'move'
peet8td- 'crawl in'
n6tusupdmwu- 'come to drink'
tdpusupdmwu- 'drink enough'
mdhcheepusupwu- 'finish drinking'
mdhtutd- 'be burned up'





















ndnawakeetam- 'give an account'































































































'adjectives or nouns -- AI'







natwusutam- 'try to figure out'

























Not all verbs in W6paniak follow the simple formulas ofjust initial-medial-final or
initial-final. Some verbs have more than one of some of these parts. In W8pana•ak, some
initials, which we will call pre-initials, can be added to the beginning of a complete verb stem to
create another new verb stem.
To make these new verbs, here is the formation. The pre-initial is added to the beginning
of the original verb. When the original initial of the verb stem begins in a vowel the pre-initial is
added without any phonological changes.
m8cheek- 'abundant' + anuhk6su- 'work' (AI)
m8cheekanuhk6su- 'work hard' (AI)
n6w- 'long far' + ahsuhkaw- 'follow' (TA)
nowahsuhkaw- 'be far from' (TA)
When the original initial begins with a consonant, that consonant is dropped and then the pre-
initial is added.
munuhk- 'strong' + natuneihw- 'look at' (TA) -4 munuhk- + atuneihw-
munuhkatuneihw- 'look for diligently' (TA)
nees- 'two' + wach6n- 'keep' (TI) - nees- + ach6n-
neesach6n- 'have two of (TI)
The special initials that can function as pre-initials include, but are probably not limited
to the list on the following page.
Pre-Initials
Ahq- + anuhk6su- 'work' (AI)
ahqanuhk6su- 'stop working' (AI)
&hq- + natuneahty&- 'search' (AI)
cdhqatunedhtyd- 'stop searching' (AI)
aneuw- + munuhkusu- 'be strong' (AI)
aneuwunuhkusu- 'be stronger' (AI)
as8k- + anuhk6su- 'work' (AI)
as8kanuhk6su- 'behave foolishly' (AI)
keem- + wach6num- 'keep' (TI)
keemach6num- 'keep secret' (TI)
k8t- + akeem- 'count' (TA)
k8takeem- 'be included' (AI)
k8t- + weenaweeku- 'be rich' (AI)










kut- + 6suwee- 'swim' (AI)
kut6suwee- 'swim out' (AI)
maht- + anuhk6su- 'work' (AI)
mdhtanuh6su- 'finish working' (AI)
mAhch- + chukahsum- 'burn' (TI)
mdhchukahsum- 'burn up' (TI)
mat- + 6chumuw6N- 'blame' (TA)
mat6chumuw6N- 'slander' (TA)
mat- + awahtya- 'use' (AI+O)
matawdhtyd- 'abuse' (AI+O)
m8cheek- + wach6n- 'keep' (TA)
m8cheekach6n- 'have many of (TA)
m8cheek- + anuhk6su- 'work' (AI)
m8cheekanuhk6su- 'work hard' (AI)
muhs- + neekuteaw- 'bring forth' (TI)
muhseekuteaw- 'bear crops to' (TA)
muhsh- + natupwuhe- 'feed' (TA)
muhshatupwuhe- 'cause to feast' (TA)
muhsh- + neekun- 'blossom' (II)


































munuhk- + natuneahw- 'look at' (TA)
munuhkatunedhw- 'look for diligently' (TA)
munuhk- + nataw6pu- 'look' (AI)
munuhkataw pu- 'look steadily' (AI)
mushq- + atuhs8su- 'be dyed' (AI)
mushqatuhs6su- 'be dyed red' (AI)
mut&- + weenaweeku- 'be rich' (AI)
mutdweenaweeku- 'be very rich' (AI)
nanaw- + akeetam- 'read' (TI)
ndnawakeetam- 'give an account' (TI-O)
neek6n- + kutuwa- 'make noise' (AI)
neek6nutuwd- 'send word' (AI)
neeshk- + anuhks6su- 'work' (AI)
neeskanuhk6su- 'do abominable works' (AI)
neesw- + neekuhe- 'give birth to' (TA)
neesweekuhe- 'give birth to two of' (TA)
neesw- + weesuw6kanuhkaw- 'name' (TA)
neesweesuw6kanuhkaw- 'give a new name' (TA)
nees- + wach6n- 'keep' (TI)
neesach6n- 'have two of (TI)
n6w- + ahsuhkaw- 'follow' (TA)
n6wahsuhkaw- 'follow at a distance' (TA)
8hq- + wucheequ- 'be a leper' (AI)
6hqucheequ- 'suffer from leprosy' (AI)
6ch- + weenaweeku- 'be rich; (AI)
6cheenaweeku- 'become richer' (AI)
6p8t- + munuhkusu- 'be strong' (AI)
6p6tunuhkusu- 'recover strength' (AI)
pAhk- + natwutamaw- 'examine' (TA)
pdhkatwutamaw- 'examine carefully' (TA)
phkat- + natuneAhk6tam- 'search for' (TI)
pakatatuneahk6tam- 'finish searching for' (TI)
50 The initial 6t- never shows up as a pre-initial in its original form in any of the verbs that I have seen.
'perfect, complete'
'together'













panup- + natuneiham- 'look for' (TI)
panupatuned ham- 'search for thoroughly' (TI)
pay6suk- + apeehtam- 'be on' (TI)
pay6sukapeehtam- 'sit together' (TI)
pum- + 6suwee- 'swim' (AI)
pum6suwee- 'swim around' (AI)
pun- + nataw8pu- 'look' (AI)
punataw6pu- 'look down' (AI)
pushk- + keepuhkam- 'break down' (TI)
pushkeepuhkam- 'bow down' (TI)
qun- + w6nuhty&- 'dig' (AI)
qun6nuhtyd- 'dig deeply' (AI)
sahw- + nataw6pu- 'look' (AI)
sahwataw6pu- 'look out' (AI)
tan- + mawiwee- 'gather' (AI)
tan6wd wee- 'gather there' (AI)
tan- + natupwu- 'feed' (AI)
tanatupwu- 'graze there' (AI)
uN- + munuhkusu- 'be strong' (AI)
ununuhkusu- 'be strong to that degree' (AI)
uN- + akeem- 'count' (TA)
unakeem- 'count' (TA)
wam- + akeem- 'count' (TA)
wdmakeem- 'count all of (TA)
weeun- + nataw6patam- 'look for' (TI)
weeunatawdpatam- 'look around at' (TI)
wun- + wfihshataw- 'hang' (TI)
wunddhshataw- 'hang in the right place' (TI)
wun- + awLhty&- 'use' (AI+O)












wut- + ahtaw- 'have' (TI)
wutahtaw- 'get from' (TI)
wut- + anuhk6su- 'work' (AI)
wutanuhk6su- 'work for' (AI)
wuch- + neeku- 'be born (AI)
wucheeku- 'be born to' (AI+O)
wut-
Special Pre-Initials
There are also pre-initials that behave in an unusual way. When they are added to the
beginning of a verb that begins with a consonant, they do not drop the first letter of the original
initial. In this case, there is a schwa inserted to facilitate pronunciation. I have only so far seen a
small number of instances of this. Here are the ones that I have found:
muhsh- 'big, great' + kushkuhteaw- 'broaden' (TI) - muhsh + u + kushkuhteaw
muhshukushkuhteaw- 'enlarge' (TI)
pan- 'wrong' + wahtam- 'understand' (TI-O) - pan + u + wahtam-
panuwahtam- 'be mistaken' (TI-O)
pap6m- 'move around' + kuhk8tamwuhteaw- 'teach' (TA) - pap6m + u + kuhk8tamwuhteaw
pap6mukuhk8tamwuhteaw- 'preach about' (TA)
sahk- 'length' + pum6tam- 'live' (TI-O) - sahk + u + pum6tam-
sahtyupum8tam- 'live so long' (TI-O)
tan- 'in a certain spot' + mihtuhshataw- 'finish' (TI) - tan + u + mihtuhshataw
tanumAhtuhshataw- 'spend time there' (TI)
wut- 'from, for' + peetukaN- 'accuse' (TA) - wut + u + peetukaw-
wuchupeetukaN- 'accuse of (TA)
I am not sure what the reasons are for why these examples would keep the first
consonant. There are examples of muhsh-, tan- and wuch- where they do drop the first
consonant as we saw in the previous section. These are the only times I have seen pan-, pap6m-
and sahty- be used as a pre-initial, so I cannot say whether they do or do not at other times.
It is interesting to notice that as far as I can tell, these original initials kushk-, waht-,
kuhk-, pum-, mAht-, and peet-, never show up with their first consonant dropped. I might guess
that perhaps there are some initials that simply do not drop the first consonant. From my
previous list of regular pre-initials, there are many initials that come up frequently having their
first consonant dropped. Perhaps these initials are from a group that drop the first consonant,
while these listed above are from a group that does not.
Secondary Verb Derivation
Just as initials can be added to the beginning of another initial to form a new verb, finals
can be added to the ends to create new verbs. This is called Secondary Verb Derivation (SVD)
and it adds a new final after the original final to make a different kind of verb. Only certain
finals can function as SVD finals, and for some (-m8w, -nuhsh and -utu), SVD is their only use.
Some SVD finals have specific semantics attached to them, while others' only function is to
create a certain kind of verb.
Here are some examples of the way that SVD verbs are made. The following examples
take on a specific new meaning when SVD occurs:
keesuku- 'be grown' (AI) + -he 'causative' (TA)
keesukuhe- 'raise a child' (TA)
m8shqinum- 'be angry at' (TA) + -utu 'reflexive' (AI)
m8shqinutu- 'be angry at each other' (AI)
panupwuhsh&- 'go through' (AI+O) + -m8w 'inanimate subject' (II)
panupwuhsh m8w- 'go through' (II)
These next verbs are created with abstract Secondary Verb Deriving finals and are only changed
by the adding or taking away of objects.
puyrhtam- 'pray' (TI-O) + -aw (TA)
puyOhtamaw- 'pray to' (TA)
sLhkam- 'overcome' (TI) + -nuhsh (TA)
sAhkamwAnuhsh- 'defeat for' (TA)
munuhkun 'hold' (TA) + -ty& (AI)
munuhkunuty&- 'try' (AI)
Secondary Verb Derivation can happen many times to one verb, changing it multiple
times from one verb type to another. Here are some examples of this:
meehqinutam- 'remember' (TI) + -•he 'causative' (TA) -
meehqinutamw~fhe- 'remind' (TA) + -uwA 'AI' -
meehqfnutamwfAheuwf- memorialize' (AI+O)
kun8tam- 'defend' (TI) + -.nuhsh 'TA' -
kun8tamwinuhsh- 'defend' (TA) + -hty& 'AI' -
kun8tamwAnuhshuhtyf- 'defend' (AI)
panuhshataw- 'nullify' (TI) + -Ahe 'causative' (TA) -
panuhshatawihe- 'fail' (TA) + -uw& 'AI' -
panuhshatawfheuwA- 'fail' (AI)
The finals that are used in Secondary Verb Derivation are listed below:
Secondary Verb Deriving Finals
-aw (TA, TA+O)
sound change:
'creates a TA or TA+O verb by adding an animate object'
TI 4 TA+O seekuneam- 'refuse' (TI) + -aw
seekuneamaw- 'refuse to' (TA+O)
akeetam- 'count' (TI) + -aw
akeetamaw- 'calculate for' (TA+O)
TI-O 4 TA puy8htam- 'pray' (TI-O) + -aw
puy6htamaw- 'pray to' (TA)
TI - TA ashkuhw8tam- 'watch' (TI) + -aw
ashkuhwdtamaw- 'watch over' (TA)
p8tbtam- 'blow on' (TI) + -aw
p8t6tamaw- 'blow against' (TA)
TA - TA+O kuneehpun- 'tie up' (TA) + -aw
kuneehpunaw- 'tie on' (TA+O)
silent1 TI 4 TA+O atahtaw- 'hide' (TI) + -aw
atahtaw- 'hide from' (TA+O)
nuhtaw- 'kill' (TI) + -aw
nuhtaw- 'kill for' (TA+O)
-eehtaw (TA, TA+O) 'makes TA and TA+O verbs by adding a animate object'
AI 4 TA cheequnapu- 'be silent' (AI) + -eehtaw
cheequnapeehtaw- 'be silent toward' (TA)
anuhk6su- 'work' (AI) + -eehtaw
anuhkdsuweehtaw- 'work for' (TA)
II - TA nashquna- 'be kindled' (II) + -eehtaw
nashqundeehtaw- 'be kindled toward' (TA)
TA - TA mukun- 'gather' (TA) + -eehtaw
mukuneehtaw- 'gather around' (TA)52
TA -4 TA+O macheenanum- 'curse' (TA) + -eehtaw
macheenanumeehtaw- 'curse for' (TA+O)
51 The SVD final -aw is silent after verbs that end in -aw also.
52 This example only works if the initial here is muk-. Otherwise it is probably just -eehtaw added to the initial. The
fact that adding -eehtaw does not produce a TA+O verb makes me wonder if the initial here is in fact mukun.
-he (TA, TA+O)
sound change: -4ahe
'causative: makes TA or TA+O verbs meaning cause someone to do X'
AI - TA 6pwuhtyA- 'pay taxes' (AI) + -he
6pwuhtydhe- 'tax' (TA)
keesuku- 'be grown' (AI) + -he
keesukuhe- 'raise a child' (TA)
AI+O 4 TA qeenapu- 'sit on' (AI+O) + -he
qeenapuhe- 'set up' (TA)
panupuhsh&- 'go through' (AI+O) + -he
panupuhshdhe- 'cause to pass through' (TA)
AI+O-TA+O6watuhty - 'pay' (AI+O) + -he
6watuhtydhe- 'charge for' (TA+O)
TI - TA 6hqinutam- 'curse' (TI) + -he
6hqdnutamwuhe- 'afflict' (TA)
TI - TA+O nakahkaw- 'borrow' (TI) + - he
nakahkawuhe- 'lend' (TA+O)
TI-O 4 TA n8wAnutam- 'be sorry' (TI-O) + -he
n8wdnutamwuhe- 'bother' (TA)
TA - TA+O nay8m- 'be ridden by' (TA) + -he
nay8muhe- 'put on the back of (TA+O)
AI - TA kawee- 'sleep' (AI) + -he
kaweedhe- 'give lodging to' (TA)
ahqanuhk6su- 'stop working' (AI) + -he
dhqanuhk6suwdhe- 'cause to stop working'
(TA)
TI - TA meehqanutam- 'remember' (TI) + -he
meehqdnutamwd he- 'remind' (TA)
n8tam- 'hear' (TI) + -he
n8tamwd he- 'cause to hear' (TA)
TI - TA+O nuhkuhkam- 'cover' (TI) + -he
nuhkuhkamwdhe- 'bring upon' (TA)
cheekuham- 'scrape off (TI) + -he
cheekuhamwd he- 'cause to scrape' (TA+O)
TI-O 4 TA pum6tam- 'be alive' (TI-O) + -he
pum6tamwdhe- 'keep alive' (TA)
payahqutum- 'have dominion' (TI-O)
payahqutumwdhe- 'give authority' (TA)
TA - TA seepuhsum- 'lay down' (TA) + -he
seepuhsumwdhe- 'cause to lay down' (TA)
TA - TA+O apeehtaw- 'be in' (TA) + -he
apeehtawdhe- 'cause to be in' (TA+O)




makes AI, TI or II verbs into AI or II verbs'
peetutyi- 'come in' (AI) + -hsh6
peetutydhsh6- 'come in suddenly' (AI)
w wAnutam- 'remember' (TI) + -hsh6
wdwdnutamwuhsh6- 'regain consciousness'
(AI)
aneuwuchuwan- 'overflow' (II) + -hsh8
aneuwuchuwahsh6- 'overflow' (II)
wutuchuwan- 'flow out' (II) + -hsh6
wutuchuwahsh6- 'gush out' (II)
'causative: makes TI verbs meaning cause to do X'
AI - TI
II -- TI
sound change: -hteaw AI -> TI





nunuquhsh6- 'tremble' (AI) + -htaw
nunuquhshdhtaw- 'cause to shake' (TI)
punuhsh6- 'fall' (II) + -htaw
punuhshdhtaw- 'cause to fall' (TI)
muhcheeyuwu- 'be barren' (AI) + -hteaw
muhcheeyuwuhteaw- 'cause to be barren'
(TI)
neepawu- 'stand' (AI) + -hteaw
neepawuhteaw- 'present' (TI)
n8kee- 'descend' (AI) + -Ahtaw
n8keedhtaw- 'cause to come down' (TI)
s8kunum- 'pour' (TI) + -Ahtaw
s8kunumdhtaw- 'cause to be poured' (TI)
pum6tam- 'live' (TI-O) + - htaw
pum6tamdhtaw- 'keep alive' (TI)
neepataw- 'set up' (AI) + -Ahteaw
neepatawdhteaw- 'cause to stand' (TI)
n8tam- 'hear' (AI) + - hteaw




'makes any AI, TI or TA verb into an AI or AI+O verb 53
AI - AI+O numwameechum- 'be full' (AI) + hty^
numwameechumuhtya- 'fill' (AI+O)
TI - AI make known- 'learn' (TI) + -htya
kuhk8tamwuhtyd- 'teach' (AI)
TI 4 AI+O make known- 'learn' (TI) + -htya
kuhk8tamwuhtyd- 'teach' (AI+O)
TA -- AI kun8tamwinuhsh- 'defend' (TA)
kun8tamwdnuhshuhtyd- 'defend' (AI)
'makes AI and AI+O
AI - TA
AI+O 4 TA
verbs into TA verbs by adding a direct object'
peen8wune6qusu- 'look different' (AI) + -m
peen8wune6qusum- 'look different from'
(TA)
keehcheekopaw- 'stand nearby' (AI) + -m
keehcheek6pawum- 'stand by' (TA)
kunukayu- 'live among' (AI+O) + -m
kunukayum- 'be among' (TA)






-n (TA) 'by hand: makes TA
AI - TA
makes AI verbs into II and gives TI verbs inanimate
musuhk6atu- 'reach each other' (AI) + -m8w
musuhk6atum8w- 'reach each other' (II)
qushkee- 'return' (AI) + -m8w
qushkeem8w- 'return' (II)
panupwuhsha- 'go through' (AI+O) + -m8w
panupwuhsh6m8w- 'go through' (II)
s8kun6nuhtya- 'make rain' (AI+O) + -m8w
s8kun6nuhtydam8w- 'make rain' (II)
ahsuhkam- 'pursue' (TI) + -m8w
ahsuhkamwum8w- 'pursue' (TI) (inan. sub.)
neeshkuhtaw- 'pollute' (TI) + -m8w
neeshkuhte6m8w- 'pollute' (TI) (inan. sub.)
O ayushk6yanutam- 'be sorry' (TI-O) + -m8w
ayushk6ydnutamwum8w- 'be penitent'
(TI-O) (inan. sub.)
pum6tam- 'live' (TI-O) + -m8w
pum6tamwum8w- 'live' (TI-O)
verbs about the action inflicted onto an AI'
neepawu- 'stand' (AI) + -n
neepawun- 'raise' (TA)
53 I did not find any verbs that created AI+O verbs from TA verbs.
-N (TA)
-nuhsh (TA, TA+O)
'makes TA verbs from AI verbs' 54
AI - TA cheepuhsh6- 'be terrified' (AI) + -N
cheepuhsh6N- 'be terrified by'
awahk8hpun&- 'perish' (AI) + -N
awahk6hpundN- 'destroy' (TA)
'creates TA and TA+O verbs by adding animate objects as a recipient of
the action'
AI -- TA ayuwuhtya- 'be a soldier' (AI) + -nuhsh
ayuwuhtydnuhsh- 'fight for' (TA)
puhpeekuwa- 'play' (music) (AI) + -nuhsh
puhpeekuwdnuhsh- 'play (music) for' (TA)
AI+O-TA+O6watuhtya- 'pay' (AI+O) + -nuhsh
6watuhtydnuhsh- 'pay for' (TA+O)
AI+O 4 TA nin8panuwa- 'ask for' (AI+O) + -nuhsh
nan6panuwanuhsh- 'entreat for' (TA)
TA - TA mawunuteaw- 'cry to' (TA) + -nuhsh
mawunuteawunuhsh- 'mourn for' (TA)
keekut8hkaw- 'speak with' (TA)
keekut8hkawunuhsh- 'speak for' (TA)
sound change: -inuhsh AI - TA kuhkuhqee- 'ascend' (AI) + -nuhsh
kuhkuhqee- 'go up for' (TA)
s•hk6su- 'triumph' (AI) + -nuhsh
sdhk6suwanuhsh- 'win for' (TA)
TI - TA sihkam- 'overcome' (TI) + -nuhsh
sdhkamwdnuhsh- 'defeat for' (TA)
akeetam- 'count' (TI) + -nuhsh
akeetamwanuhsh- 'count for' (TA)
TI-O -) TA n6p8hum- 'answer' (TI-O) + -nuhsh
n6p8humwdnuhsh- 'answer for' (TA)
m6mutam- 'cry' (TI-O) + -nuhsh
mdmutamwanuhsh- 'weep for' (TA)
TI - TA+O peepeenam- 'choose' (TI) + -nuhsh
peepeenam- 'choose for' (TA+O)
man8hum- 'buy back' (TI) + -nuhsh
man8humwanuhsh- 'buy back for' (TA+O)
'by hand: makes TI
II - TI
verbs about the action inflicted onto an II verb'
nashquna- 'be kindled' (II) + -num
nashqunanum- 'kindle' (TI)
54 The direction of the action does not seem to be specified by the final -N. In the first example, the AI subject
remains the subject in the TA verb, and in the second example the AI subject becomes the TA object.
-num (TI)




AI - TA pihtusu- 'wait' (AI) + -6N
pahtusuw6N- 'wait for' (TA)
nunuqusu- 'be careful' (AI) + -6N
nunuqusuw6N- 'beware of (TA)
TI - TA n8tam- 'hear' (TI) + -6N
n8tamw6N- 'hear of (TA)
TI-O 4 TA pum6tam- 'live' (TI-O) + -6N
pum6tamuw6N- 'live for' (TA)
n8winutam- 'be sad' (TI-O) + -6N
n8wdnutamuw6N- 'lament for' (TA)
AI - TA s8puwf- 'confess' (AI) + -68N
s6puwd6N- 'acknowledge to' (TA)
cheepuhsha- 'be astonished' (AI) + -8N
cheepuhsha6N- 'be astonished by' (TA)
AI+O 4 TA kahkinuwa- 'deny' (AI+O) + -6N
kahk~nuwd6N- 'deny' (TA)
TI - TA nakahkaw- 'borrow' (TI)+ -6N
nakahkaw6N- 'borrow from' (TA)
TI-O 4 TA nakahkaw- 'rent' (TI-O) + -6N
nakahkaw6N- 'borrow from' (TA)
'passive: creates verbs having to do with the recipient of the action'
TA -4 AI q8shqusw- 'circumcise' (TA) + -6su
q6shqus6su- 'be circumcised' (AI)
p8hqun- 'break' (TA) + -6su
p8hqun6su- 'be broken' (AI)
TA - AI+O 8qataw- 'reward' (TA) + -6su
6qataw6su- 'repay with' (AI+O)
TI - II tahtaw- 'hide' (TI) + -6su
ataht6su- 'be hidden' (II)
quhtayinutam- 'honor' (TI) + -8su
quhtaydnut6su- 'be honored' (II)
-w6N (TA)
-6tam (TI)
'makes AI verbs into
AI - TI
TI by adding an inanimate direct object'
munuhkusu- 'have power' (AI) + -tam
munuhkusutam- 'have power over' (TI)
'makes AI verbs into TI by adding an inanimate direct object'
AI - TI
'makes TA verbs into
TA - AI
sound change: -eety& TA - AI+O
-usu (AL)"5
anuhk6su- 'work' (AI) + -taw
anuhk6sutaw- 'work using' (TI)
6hk8hpuna- 'be in agony' (AI) + -taw
6hk6hpundtaw- 'hurt' (TI)
AI and AI+O verbs'
munuhkun 'hold' (TA) + -tya
munuhkunutyd- 'try' (AI)
matinum- 'curse' (TA) + -tya
matdnutyd- 'curse' (AI)
pumun- 'contribute' (TA) + -tyA
pumuneetyd- 'carry' (AI+O)
'passive: makes TA verbs into AI verbs about the recipient of the action'
TA - AI n8chumwuhtahw- 'wound' (TA) + -usu
n8chumwuhtahwusu- 'be wounded' (AI)
s5 The example n8chumwuhtahwusu- is from Cotton's word list. This might be an island dialect pronounciation, or
possibly a mistake.
'makes TI verbs from AI, TI, TI-O and TA verbs'
AI - TI seepuhsun- 'lie down' (AI) + -6tam
seepuhsunuw6tam- 'lie on' (TI)
peetutya- 'go in' (AI) + -6tam
peetutyo6tam- 'go into' (TI)
TI - TI m6hchinutam- 'admire' (TI) + -8tam
m6hchdnutamuw6tam- 'marvel at' (TI)
seepuham- 'sacrifice' (TI) + -6tam
seepuhamuw6tam- 'sacrifice to' (TI)
TI-O - TI puy^htam- 'pray' (TI-O) + -6tam
puy6htamw6tam- 'pray over' (TI)
mushkawAnutam- 'rejoice' (TI-O) + -8tam
mushkawdnutamuw6tam- 'rejoice in' (TI)
TA - TI pakuhsum- 'land on' (TA) + -6tam
pakuhsumuw6tam- 'fall on' (TI)





-utu (AI, AI+O) 'reflexive: creates AI and AI verbs about acting on 'each other"
TA - AI m8shqinum- 'be angry at' (TA) + -utu
m8shqdnutu- 'be angry at each other' (AI)
tahqun- 'catch' (TA) + -utu
tahqunutu- 'get marry' (AI)
TA+O-AI+O nakahkawuhe- 'lend' (TA+O) + -utu
nakahkawuheutu- 'lend out' (AI+O)
AI - AI kun8suwa- 'give advice' (AI) + -utu
kun8suwatu- 'take counsel' (AI)
sound change: atu TA -- AL m8hsaqeehtaw- 'stick to' (TA) + -utu
m6hsaqeeht6atu- 'stick to each other' (AI)
pihs8suhkaw- 'come near' (TA) + -utu
pdhs8suhk6atu- 'come near each other' (AI)
TA+O-)AI+Ochachipunumaw- 'divide for' (TA+O) + -utu
chachapunum6atu- 'divide for each other'
(AI+O)
-uwa (AI, AI+O) 'makes AI and AI+O
object'
verbs from TA and TA+O verbs by getting rid of the
TA - AI neetushkuhe- 'heal' (TA) + -uwa
neetushkuheuwd- 'heal' (AI)
takam- 'hit' (TA) + -uwa
takamuwd- 'hit' (AI)
TA -) AI+O phyum- 'pay' 56 (TA) + -uwa
pdyumuwd- 'pay' (AI+O)
TA+O 4 AI nahtuN- 'show' (TA+O) + -uw&
nahtusuwad- 'show oneself (AI)
namahkawuhe- 'lend' (TA) + -uwa
nd mahkawuheuwd- 'lend' (AI)
TA+O-AI+Onamahkawuhe- 'lend' (TA) + -uw&
ndmahkawuheuwd- 'lend' (AI+O)
meehqanutamihe- 'remind' + -uwa
meehqdnutamaheuwd- 'memorialize'
(AI+O)
56 Borrowed from English.
'-wu is added to any II, TA or (primarily) TI or TI-O verbs to make AI
verbs'
sound change: -u
TI - AI muhshAnutam- 'honor' (TI) +-u
muhshdnumwu- 'be bold' (AI)
keesinutam- 'risk' (TI) + -u
keesdnumwu- 'intend' (AI)
TI-O 4 AI mi•htinutam- 'decide' (TI-O) + -u
mdhtdnumwu- 'decide' (AI)
qeehqeenawinutam- 'be astonished' (TI-O) + -u
qeehqeenawanumwu- 'be distressed' (AI)
TA -- AI puhtyuwinutam- 'regard highly' (TA) + -u
puhtyuwdnumwu- 'be haughty' (AI)
II - AI sahwuchuwan- 'flow out' (II) + -u
sahwuchuwanu- 'have a discharge' (AI)
TA - AI chukahsw- 'burn' (TA) + -u
chukahswu- 'be burned' (AI)
-wu (AI)
Special Secondary Verb Deriving Finals
The SVD finals -uqat and -uqusu are made up of the parts -uq, which is the inverse
marker, making verbs passive, and -at and -usu which are II and AI finals, respectively. They
are added to certain finals that do not always show up by themselves. Many cases of SVD with -
uqat and -uqusu do not have corresponding original verbs from which they are derived.
The list of finals that -uqat and -uqusu attach to include but are probably not limited to
the following:




'mind, in one's head'
'hear'
'smell'
sayakamamuqat- 'be difficult' (II)
weehsakamamuqat- 'seem bitter' (II)
-inumuqat, 'be perceived' (II)
pdpahtdnumuqa- 'be trustworthy' (II)
mdhchanumuqat- 'be amazing' (II)
-anumuqusu 'be perceived' (AI)
quhtaydnumuqusu- 'be honorable' (AI)
peeanumuqusu- 'be little-esteemed' (AI)
-6qat 'II'
n8t6qat- 'be rumored' (II)
-8qusu 'AI'
n8t6qusu- 'be heard' (AI)
-htbqat 'sound like'
wunuht6qat- 'sound good' (II)
unuht6qat- 'be heard' (II)
-ht6qusu 'sound like'
neeshkeeht6qusu- 'make a loud noise' (AI)
watawaht6qusu- 'make noise' (AI)
-Um6qat 'smell like' (II)
macheem6qat- 'smell bad' (II)
weetyum6qat- 'smell sweet' (AI)
-Um6qusu 'smell like' (AI)





'see' (sound change from -naw) -ne6qat 'look like' (II)
m6sune6qat- 'be strange' (II)
pdhkune6qat- 'be clear' (II)
'see'
'cause to'
-ne6qusu 'look like' (AI)
pdhkune6qusu- 'look clean' (AI)
peen8wune6qusu- 'look different' (AI)
-6pamuqat 'be seen as' (II)
nak6hs6pamuqat- 'seem unimportant' (II)
wun6pamuqat- 'look good' (II)
-6pamuqusu 'be seen as' (AI)
ahs6pamuqusu- 'be hidden' (AI)
mushq6pamuqusu- 'be reddish' (AI)
-uheuqat 'be the result of (II)
namuheuqat- 'be found' (II)
-uheuqusu 'be the result of (AI)
neeshkuheuqusu- 'be defiled' (AI)
namuheuqusu- 'be found' (AI)




AI - TA cheeshkuh8su- '?' (AI) + -ahtaw
cheechkush6suwahtaw- 'wipe' (TA) 57
TI - TA+O nuhkuhkam- 'be upon' (TI) + -lhteaw
nuhkuhkamwihteaw- 'bring upon'
57 This is the only instance of-ahtaw doing SVD that I found. It is also being added to a verb that does not appear
in the dictionary. Because of this one example and no original verb, I do not know what meaning this SVD final
ives.
This TA+O verb has two inanimate objects. If such a class existed, it seems to be more like a TI+O verb.
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